VERBAL EXPRESSION: PHRASE COMPLETION, LEVEL 1

DIRECTIONS:
Say a word which correctly completes each phrase.

EXAMPLE:
A. up and **down**
   1. in and _________________
   2. high and _________________
   3. open and _________________
   4. salt and _________________
   5. cream and _________________
   6. needle and _________________
   7. shoes and _________________
   8. read and _________________
   9. show and _________________
  10. back and _________________
  11. steak and _________________
  12. silver and _________________
  13. right or _________________
  14. fire and _________________
  15. win or _________________
  16. stop and _________________
  17. good and _________________
  18. feast or _________________
  19. bread and _________________
20. night and __________________